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e History

'• — — —

Livingston College was

founded in 1969 with the

mission and goal to bring

together a diverse and unique

group of students, faculty

and staff. This vision

promoted change and

diversity throughout Rutgers

University. Livingston's goal

was to create a program that

focused on the individual as well as their potential for

leadership within their community. They have fulfilled

this vision by implementing programs such as the first

year mission class; "Building Community through

Leadership and Understanding," where students come

together to report, discuss and study communities as

well as develop and improve their leadership skills.

Building Community is just one example of how

Livingston College has contributed to the development

of more programs and majors that benefit the entire

Rutgers University community.
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5 t u d e n t Life

»j~ "\ H Rutgers University

A and Livingston Col-

; ^ - lege have much
^li^^ more to offer than

^gjfc. just academics. On

f
any given day you

can go to the

JRSE^^S Livingston Recre-

ation Center to

work out, participate in intramurals or take an

aerobics class. On the weekends, you can begin

your day cheering at a football or basketball

game and then you can socialize, relax and have

fun on College Ave or a restaurant downtown.

If you are a music buff, Rutgers can fulfill your

passion with Rutgersfest and Livingston

College's Springfest. Dancing Kings and Queens

can dress up and dance the night away at the

Spring Formal while social activists can petition

for change at Tent State. Regardless of your pas-

sion, Livingston College students always have

an activity or social event to attend!
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c a e m i c s

The whole reason

why you and your ^
fellow students

spent four (and

sometimes five)

wonderful years

here is for the

prestigious reputation

that Rutgers

maintains. Whether you are studying Molecular

Biology & Biochemistry or the Visual Arts, you

have spent much of your time at Rutgers going

to class (on the GG for your 8:10 Human

Sexuality Class). After class you then attempted

to refocus in order to study, do a physics lab

assignment or write a paper. Rutgers Students

are very creative when trying to find a place

(quiet or not) to finish up on some last minute

homework!
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Organizations

Student Organiza-

tions are the back-

bone of the

Livingston Commu-

^^Mjp;*
nity. Our organiza-

tions sponsor many

activities throughout

the year by react-

ing to problems and

eliciting changes within various communities.

For example, the LCGA pushes for progress

and change while LPB puts on programs such as

the "Mr. and Miss RU Pageant" and trips to the

Opera to see "La Boheme". LOCO sponsors

and organizes concerts which bring groups

such as Sum 41 and RX Bandits to Livingston.

The Livingston Theatre Company (better

known as LTC) puts on four productions

throughout the year such as "A Funny Thing

Happened on the Way to the Forum ."There are

many other groups that call Livingston their

home such as 90.3 FM The Core, The Medium,

Habitat for Humanity and Liberated Gospel

Choir (just to name a few!).
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or Towers their home ^J^y
for nine months of the fb^ || Wk. M*^~'

vear. This "home" is 85?v\\^^jH

that you may live in

during your lifetime

challenges. In your first

year you have to readjust to living in a fourteen

by fifteen square foot room with another person

that most likely you don't know. The two of you

make the most of the white cinderblock walls that

surround you and the basic wood furniture. In

time, you develop an odd sense of family with your

floor mates as you patiently wait for use of the

bathroom and laundry machines. Your Resident

Advisor becomes a friend while at the same time

he/she has to enforce rules. In the late spring you

can't wait to get away from the Tillett food and

the hot dorm rooms. But at the end of the

summer, you are anxious to get back to the white

cider block walls and the communal bathrooms

that you have come to know as home.



Keverse

Commuters
The Commuter

program is a culture

R of its own. One

T| 3\ 1 does not know the

SIM true meaning of a

. ^ Rutgers parking

ticket unless they are

a commuter. The

1 lounge serves as a

dorm room for

those commuters who need a place to go in

between classes. The television and its uniquely

diverse group of people offer comic relief

before and after class. Being a commuter is like

joining a club with activities such as trips to

Yankee games, Medieval Times, Karaoke

Luncheons, as well as coffee and donuts in the

Commuter Lot. And with the close of a long

day each commuter reverses out of their

parking space to go home for a good night's sleep.
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1. To reduce in intensity; slacken

2. To relieve from tension or strain

3. To become less tense

sny: breath easy, calm, hang loose, sit around, rest



Right: A
Livingston

College

Student

heading back

to the towers

after an art

class at one of

Mason Gross's

amazing

facilities.

Far Right: A
Rutgers

student takes a

break to discuss

his weekend

plans with a

friend!

The 1
st Stop on the bus route ...

Above: Two friends stop to

have their photo taken by our

Davor representative, Frank

Spitale.

Right: Some last minute studying in

the sun is always the perfect remedy

for ajitterbug right before a big test!

Student
1
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Livingston College

Above: Yet another Rutgers Student on his cell

phone before his 2:50 class begins in Beck Hall.

Many Rutgers University students

consider Livingston College the "parking

lot campus" with its only perk being the

Dunkin Donuts in the Student Center. As

an insider, you have come to know that

the perks of Livingston extend well be-

yond the trivial details and all those park-

ing lots do come in handy. For starters,

the College's unique atmosphere makes

Livingston feel more like a home. At

Livingston you tend to recognize the faces

in your community. This is a result ofour

small atmosphere and Building Commu-
nities which allow you to connect with the

members of your class on a more per-

sonal level. We also have perks such as a

quiet environment with minimal distrac-

tions, as well as significantly shorter lines

in the dining hall. Plus, we are the only

campus that gets to enjoy the luxury of

having a car as a freshmen!

"Livingston College is committed

to offering educational programs

which bring together students,

faculty, and staff in a diverse and

vital learning community"

- Livingston College's Mission Statement

K
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Livingston College Pride Week

Livingston Pride Week 2004

Each year, Residence Life organizes

a series ofevents within the first few weeks

of school. This has come to be known as

Livingston College Pride Week. These

events help to facilitate campus spirit, unify

the campus, and help students (particularly

freshmen) adapt to college and dorm life.

One of the most anticipated events is the

Annual Window Painting contest. This

program marks the opening of Pride Week

as residents in the Quads and Towers come

together to decorate the window's either in

the house lounge (for the quads) or the floor

lounge (for the towers). Typically these

windows portray the common theme of

campus spirit and the building of one's

community. Other events during the week

are the Sports Tournament and the Cultural

Fest. The week closes with a Carnival which

is cosponsored by the Livingston Program

Board and Livingston College Res. Life.

K e I a x



The Center Of
College Ave.

The College Ave. campus is considered the center of Rutgers University. This is due to

several factors. First, the College Ave. campus was home to Queens College, Rutgers

first institution of higher learning. The location of College Ave. is another important

reason why College Ave. is the center of University life. It is the midpoint between the

Cook/Douglass and Busch/Livingston campuses. There are many programs that occur

and clubs and organizations that meet throughout the campus. Also, college Ave. does

have the amenities of Alexander Library, the SAC, Brower Commons and the Student

Center which has plenty of study space, Au Bon Pan and a Wendy's. It is important to

remember that College Ave. hosts many classes and many professors have their offices

throughout many ofthe buildings. Because of all that it has to offer it is almost impossible

to avoid College Ave.!

Student [_ife
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Above: A Firefighter battles the October 28 Brower Commons Fire. Thankfully, no

one was hurt.

Above Right: Some of the ROTC boys converse outside of their house on College

Ave.

Right: Many groups such as NJPIRG spent countless hours on the Brower Steps

during their "RU Voting" campaign.



Making Steps
Far Left: The Hill Center is

one of the architecturally

remarkable buildings on the

Busch Campus.

Left: During the Early Fall,

the walk between buildings and

classes is quite enjoyable. As

the year progresses, however,

it becomes unbearable!

Below Left: The Sonny

Werblin Recreation Center is

a wonderful place to tone your

body and do some Aerobics.

With features such as pools,

exercise equipment and pilates

classes!

Below Right: Busch Campus

is the home of many families

outside of the undergraduate

community. These families

live on campus as their parents

pursue graduate and doctorate

work.

Busch Campus

Busch Campus is most commonly associated with the science and math majors. However, it

houses students from all majors from Rutgers College as well as some upperclassmen from

Livingston. These students get to choose between apartments, suites, and the standard dorm room.

Busch also has many perks associated with its campus. These perks include Sonny Werblin

Recreation Center, the Busch Dining Hall, and the Student Center. The Busch campus is home to

many of the finest research laboratories and Smart Classrooms which have helped to build upon the

prestige of the University.

Student L'^e
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When Thursday nights come

around, Rutgers Students dress up

and venture out to Frat Row. On any

given weekend night (Thursday thru

Saturday) there are multiple

fraternities and sport groups having

parties. Many have themes such as

"beach parties" where creative

costumes, decorations and drinks

are the main attraction! At the end of

each night as students wonder back

to the bus stop, they pass by the

award winning grease trucks for a

taste of a Fat Darrell or a Falafel.

Student [_ife
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Below: Two Bunny Rabbits smile alongside a "beer robot"

Rutgers Night-Life

K e I a x
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Cook College was established as the science

and agricultural school at Rutgers University.

The spectacular campus is lush with trees and

flowers and offers a markedly natural

landscape in sharp juxtaposition with New
Brunswick's urban setting. The "Passion

Puddle" is the most recognizable landmark at

Cook, and one can often spot students studying

and relaxing beside its lovely banks. In addition

to the aesthetic beauty the campus offers,

students ofCook College are privy to a variety

of programs and learning resources to assist

them in hands-on education and

experimentation within their subject fields.

Rutgers Gardens and Helyar Forest are also

part of Cook College, and many students

throughout the University flock to both to take

in the wide variety of plant life and to hike the

trails which run alongside the Raritan River.

Cook offers students the chance to work

towards improving the world that we all share

through education and innovation.

Agriculture and Science:

18





A. flock of girls ...

Although Douglass is one ofthe

farthest campuses from

Livingston, it has a unique

mission which makes the

campus rich and interesting.

Douglass was established as a

campus specifically tailored for

women, and has remained since

it's inception in 1918. Because

of the all girl atmosphere,

Douglass is able to offer

programs that are designed

specifically for women. Due to

this unique atmosphere,

Douglass College has a rich

history that allows for the

growth of young women.

Student [_ife
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The Livingston Student Center
The Livingston Student Center is the "central hub" for many ofthe events that happen on campus. Many ofour

organizations (which include the LCGA, LPB, LTC, and LOCO) run their operations from their offices in the Student

Center. "90.3 The Core" broadcasts daily from their studio in the back suite of the LSC. The Livingston College

Commuter Program has their lounge and office here. This serves as a great place for commuters to relax and rejuvenate.

In addition to serving an administrative purpose. College Hall hosts many activities such as Concerts, Forums, Dances,

and Seminar's. During the Day, there are often Daytime Diversions where you can create sand art, have caricatures

done, and experience interactive exhibits ofmonkey's and reptiles. Venders often stop by the Student Center with

posters, handbags and CD's. And at any point in the day, you will see students eating, sleeping and studying in

between, before and after classes.
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Pumping Iron . .
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L.C. Rec Center
If students are looking to stay fit,

reduce college stress, or just have fun,

the Recreation Center is the place to be.

Located across the street from the quads

on Road 3, the Rec Center offers non-

credit instructional / exercise classes,

intramural leagues and tournaments. The

Rec Center features a newly remodeled

state of the art Fitness Center complete

with strength training and cardiovascular

equipment. One can also take advantage

of the saunas, indoor and outdoor activity

courts and fields, a multi-purpose dance

room, equipment loans, personal fitness

training appointments, free monthly chair

massages and special events.

e I a x



Fighting for Better Education ...

This year, Tent State successfully

combined music, culture, and festivities with

protest. Camped out between Scott hall and

Murray Hall, on College Avenue, TSU worked to

mobilize thousands to oppose budget cuts to

higher education. For a week, students were

motivated to make a positive change. However,

from this premise of educational reform sprang a

connection to the War in Iraq, making their slogan,

"Education, not War." The War in Iraq certainly

was not the only thing being protested at TSU -

banners and fliers about vegetarianism, marijuana

legalization and gay rights were scattered amid

the anti-war signs. Some students felt that Tent

State was nothing more than a small group of

people protesting the war and a much larger

group ofpeople smoking hookah, listening to live

bands perform, and barbequing vegan burgers

under the guise of protesting the war. TSU
supporters will deny it, but nevertheless, this week

served as a great way for people of different

interests to support each other, communicate, and

take advantage of the nice weather in order to

spark interest within the student body.

,*~)huJent [_ife
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Talking Over Dinner ..

Food is a central part to

college life. Whether it is grabbing a

hoagie from takeout before your 7:30

class, or sitting down for a proper

meal, food is just something you have

to have. Although Tillett does not have

the best food around, you can always

find something to satisfy your hunger.

You can choose between meat, cereal,

pizza, a vegan dish or salad. During

the week there is made to order

where you can customize various

dishes to suit you own taste. For the

sweet tooth there is a variety of

desserts and ice creams.

In addition to their being a

wide variety of food, there are many

special theme days. On these days the

Tillett staff decorates the dining hall

for an Asian, Mexican or Soul feel.

Once a year there is even a seafood

night with lobster and other fine

dishes! Even the pickiest eaters can

always find something to eat at Tillett!

Student
1
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The Wheels on the RU Bus ...

The Rutgers University Bus System

At some point, you have

found yourself waiting at the

quad's bus stop for a LX with

the dim hope of getting a seat

on the bus. As a graduate, you

can easily recite the "Rutgers

Alphabet" and you know that

you can get to Cook/Douglass

faster by taking the L to

College Ave and then hopping

on the F or EE for a quick ride

across New Brunswick

because the GG never seems

to come. However, many of

our students have begun their

careers at Rutgers in a state of

utter confusion because they

weren't quite sure ofwhere the

L went as opposed to the LX
and the difference between an

A and a H.

Perhaps at one point in

your Rutgers career you have

experienced the adventures of

the L on a late Saturday night.

As you and a group of your

friends are squeezed onto an

overstuffed bus in route to

College Ave, the scents of

vodka and beer circulating

through the air. The bus driver

turns offthe lights andjams on

the breaks to trigger a multitude

of screams and screeches.

and screeches.

Regardless of your bus

experience, you have acquired

the skill of maintaining your

balance as the bus driver fly's

onto the ramps of Rt. 18.

Hopefully, as you arrive at your

destination, you have stopped to

thank those bus drivers who
have shuttled you and your

friends back and forth between

the campuses for the last four

years.

Student
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Knowing
The RU Alphabet

A: College Ave to Busch

B: Livingston To Busch

C: Commuter Shuttle

EE: College Ave to

Douglass/ Cook
F: College Ave to

Douglas via George St.

G: Douglass/ Cook to

Busch

GG: Douglass/ Cook to

Livingston

H: College Ave to Busch

Go Round and Round

K e I a x
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In Control of the building:



LSC Student Workers

The Student workers ofthe Livingston

Student Center help aid the administration

in the daily operation ofthe center. At any

given moment, you may find a student

worker stuffing envelopes for the main

desk, setting up a stage for the Livingston

Theatre Company or aroom foranLCGA
meeting. Each student worker is a part of

a department. These departments include

the Info Desk, Game Room, Public

Relations, Tech Crew, House Crew and

the Main Office. For a single event each

departmentmay be responsible for a piece

of the preparation and cleanup. The

student workers collaborate and work

diligently to provide services to the

student body.



Right: The

September
4"' football

game

against

Michigan

State

brought

42,6 12 fans

to Rutgers

Stadium to

watch an

intense

game

where

Rutgers

came out

on top with

a final

score of

19-14.

R-U, Rah, Rah,
R-U, Rah, Rah,

Whoo-Raa, Whoo-Raa;
Rutgers Rah

Up-Stream Red Team;
Red Team Up-Stream

Rah, Rah,
Rutgers Rah!

Whether it is rocking the RAC, or

filling Rutgers stadium, we have

all been to sporting events here

at Rutgers. We have all sported

that Red and White t-shirt or

even a blue hoodie with the

words "Rutgers University"

written across it. No matter

where you go on campus (or

even off) you will bump into

someone sporting the scarlet

"R."

R-U, Rah, Rah, R-U, Rah, Rah,



Whoo-Raa, Whoo-Raa; Rutgers Rah!

K e I a x



Bringing us our OWN Concerts

Livingston's Own Concert

Organization brings various bands and

artists to the college each year. Every

musical event gives local and/or widely

known groups a chance to entertain. From

September to December of the 2004

semester, LOCO was over the top with

bands like RXBandits, All Shall Fade,

Boss Relief, Allister, Denver in Dallas,

and Long Shot Hero. The organization

outdid itself in February of2005 with Reel

Big Fish, Tipping Point, and Too Short

Notice. In March, Livingston saw the

return of Chris Batten and the Woods

with Braddigan, Yardsdale, and Stillicide.

The year ended too soon with an amazing

show by One True Thing, Losers Luck

and Folly. Livingston looks forward to

hosting new bands in the upcoming year

and getting ready for what LOCO has in

store.

Jtudent Ljfe
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Livingston's Own Concert Organization
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Once Upon an...
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A funny thing happened on the

way to an LTC play. I walked past a

""Chorus Line'' and witnessed first hand

what it meant to be backstage. I

witnessed the competitive nature of

musical theater. Then, I stumbled past a

princess sleeping upon 20 mattresses

(with a pea underneath) as an attempt to

gain the approval ofthe Queen! Alright,

but that's not all. Then, I learned about

chivalry, the power of love and of

"Camelot. " This was all on my way to

an LTC play!

The LTC put on four magnificent

shows during their 2004-2005 season.

They opened up their season with the

comedy, "A Funny Thing Happened on

the Way to the Forum." The LTC also

put on the productions "A Chorus Line,"

"Once upon a Mattress" and "Camelot."

LTC Play



This year's Springfest was

presented by the Livingston

Program Board, the Livingston

College Governing Association,

Livingston's Own Concert

Organization and the Livingston

Student Center. Livingston

welcomed the summer by offering

a variety of different events such

as a Luau with Hawaiian dancers,

a rock-climbing wall, a giant

inflatable King Kong obstacle

course, and an amazing Jimmy
Buffet cover band. With the grill

constantly hot, all the great food

and events were free for Rutgers

students who made their way over

to the Livingston Recreation

Center. The festival was swarmed

with students, especially when rock

star Andrew W.K. thrashed his

head around and performed his hit

single "It's Time to Party." The

energy Andrew W.K. brought to the

stage was tremendous. Those in

attendance will forever remember

the great rock spectacle which took

place. At the end of the day,

Livingston students returned to their

regularly scheduled Saturday,

preparing for exams and looking

forward to the approaching

summer break.

It's time to Party ...





Have a Crazy Party ...
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A Break Before Exams ...



Crowds that may have reached up to 20,000 arrived

on Busch campus to enjoy the annual carnival and concert, known

as Rutgersfest, a tradition for University students. Despite the

inclement weather that was predicted forNew Brunswick that

Friday, the rain held outjust long enough for students and guests

to enjoy RutgersFest '05. Early arrivals to Yurcak Field enjoyed

a blow-up obstacle course, along with an inflatable slide, and

surf simulator. Undergrads became gladiators and fought their

exam blues away during joust matches, while others quickly

formed a line for the free Build-A-Bear station. Students also

picked up free beach balls filled with gold glitter that every so

often would go bouncing across the crowds. Also, a bevy of

food stands lined the edges of the carnival grounds, offering

traditional carnival fare, such as shish kabobs, cotton candy and

kettle com, along with fried Oreo cookies and Dippin' Dots Ice

Cream. Chris Batten and the Woods opened the show with a

Bruce Springsteen-esqe sound that wanned up the crowd.

Before headliner Nas entered the stagejust as the sun was going

down, the audience enjoyed the reggae/dancehall hybrid ofthe

Elephant Man, and the Irish punk band Dropkick Murphys.

Not only did RutgersFest mark the end ofthe school year, but

the event also offered students a generous escape from exam

preparations.

Rutgersfest 2005

f\ e I a x
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Transitive Verb...

1) to focus again

2) to change the emphasis or direction of

Focus- (Noun) syn: meeting place, focal point

Focus- (Verb) syn: knuckle down, concentrate, sharpen

f^efocus
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On the GiQ—
One ofthe most important aspects

of daily life at Rutgers University is

attending classes, and studying for

exams. In the midst of socializing and

working, each student develops skills

to help them study effectively. Classes

can take place on any one of the four

campuses: Busch, Livingston, Douglass/

Cook, or College Avenue. Each

campus opens up a world of

opportunities, where the student body

is able to experience college education

to the fullest extent. On each campus,

especially Livingston, students build a

strong community bond with one

another, as well as a priceless

education.

/\cad<
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LRC
The Learning Resource Center, located in

Tillett Hall, is a valuable source of academic

assistance for the busy, and sometimes

overwhelmed, college student. Not only does the

Learning Center offer free tutoring in almost any

subject, it also provides a quiet nook for students

to complete their studies. Since college life mixed

with school work can be quite stressful, students

with an active schedule can participate in

programs tailored to alleviate academic stress

and increase learning and aptitude skills.

/\cad(
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Shhhh...!
The Joyce Kilmer Library is the

perfect place to improve one's

academic performance. The Library

offers more service and information

than any other place on campus, as

well as being conveniently close to

the LSC and the Towers! Whether

you are looking for a place to study,

research, or just nap, the library is

the place to be, because of the

peaceful and quiet enviornment. As

a first year student, navigating

through the library may have been

confusing, but as time progressed, it

proved to be an ideal place to learn.

\

Acad
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WELC®MtfT®
THE LIVINGSTON

(IMPUTING CENTEF
Right When You Need It. . .

The Livingston Computer Center

The Livingston Computing Center is a highly respected

and useful laboratory. It provides students with the proper

network to easily access university resources. This includes

grades, class schedules and an endless list of information

about the university. Most importantly, it helps students out

of any jam they may find themselves in (i.e. last minute

homework or printing out a report). The laboratory staff is

always helpful when it comes to network configuration and

related problems. When asked how his four years working

for the staff has been, Howie Hughes replied, "It's like a

home away from home... except you can't eat or drink in

there, and you can't get in on Friday and Saturday nights."

However, for all the other days of the week, 24 hours of

non-stop help is available with fast and easy access. The lab

is one Livingston utility that is truly deserving of its acclaim,

and will never be underrated.

*

i

/Academies



OPEN HOURS!

NO FOOD
R DRINKS

IN THE LAB

SUNDAY -

THURSDA

Y

Kef
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Time to Re-Register

As a top-ranked research institution and public

university, Rutgers' academic environment is intense

and exciting. That is why registration is such a critical

time during the semester. Seniors get the first pick

of the classes they desire, followed by Juniors and

Sophomores. The rest is left for the Freshman class

who, at the stroke of midnight, turn on their

computers and click on the remains. Recalling her

memory as a first-year student, on that fateful

November night, Anita Berger said, "It was terrible!

But as I got older, it was actually a fun process."

There are hundreds of programs in virtually every

area that can get you ready for future success, or

help you maintain your current career edge. Interested

in journalism or gender studies? Meteorology,

medieval studies, or molecular biology? These are

just a few of the myriad programs one can register

under at Rutgers.

Kefocus
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FLetuflning

BOOKS
Each semester, students rush to the

college bookstore to buy whatever supplies

they may need at convenient prices. However,

the books essential to complete each course

that Livingston has to offer, are never cheap.

That is why students have the opportunity to

sell their old books in order to repair the

damage done when buying new ones.

Regardless of the price, or how often students

open them up, the books students purchase

are invaluable in providing the best help to be

successful in each course. With each new

course, comes a new list of handy and

updated books. It is up to each student to

recognize that textbooks, novels, study

guides, and workbooks are always worth the

time and effort in studying to the fullest extent.

(> Your Book Goes
Back to the Shelf
(filth*? h»r* or Ml «nolh«r
- :<i»|>ii< l.' M - 11. !« -I)

s sen v
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Verb... ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
1) show a response to something

2) Act against or in opposition to

3) To act or perform a second time

Syn: be affected, answer back, give back, operate, reciprocate

e a c



LCGA
The L_lvliA.gstoiA. College <qover^liA,g /Association

"Every part of our function

to the students of Livingston

College and the University

community led us to our goal

of "Strengthening Community

Through Leadership." This is

what we instill in our

members, who in turn give

back to the Livingston

College Community and

elsewhere.

The Livingston College

Governing Association is

truley the voice of

Livingston's students. Our

main objective is to

represent the views and

concerns of these students.

This is only possible through

open communication with

the student body and an

effective body of

representatives. We are

proud to fulfill this obligation

to the students of Livingston

College."

-The LCGA Mission Statement

Organizations
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Livingston

Coll,

0rUe insti/l the eere pa/ues ef

secia/fy respensih/e and effective **

leadership, acceuntafa/itp and

traditien in eur members, and

te facilitate cemmunity

interact!en in the pursuit ef

strengthening cemmunitj?

I

Above: President Ghassan Sara, Jr.

mans the LCGA table at the Activities

Fair. He is prepared to hand out

thermoses and recruit potential

members.

threuah leadership.

-lcc,a Mission stflten/ieiA-t

Above: Livingston College students enjoy

lunch at the event "Lunch with the

Deans." This event gives students the

opportunity to discuss academic activities

with their advisers.

Livingston

College
Governing
Association

The LCGA has started a university wide campaign to encourage the

Rutgers' Board of Governors (BOG) to commit to a timeline for the

groundbreaking and completion of the expansion of the Livingston

Student Center. The LCGA has setup a table in the LSC in attempt to

receive signatures in support for the new Student Center.

K e act
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LPR
Livingston Program Board

LFB
h t Board

The Livingston Program

Board (also known as

LPB) brings quality

programs to the Rutgers

community throughout

the academic year.

Through the hard work

and determination of

LPB, students are

provided with interesting

and thought provoking

events. They also

produce relaxed events

that can help take the

edge offa hectic week of

classes and work. LPB
runs programs that range

from Black History

Month lectures to

entertaining productions

such as 'Things that

Lovers Do" and "Battle

of the Sexes." The

members of LPB work

closely with the student

center staffand advisers

to arrange trips to

sporting events, plays

and concerts. Each year,

LPB strives to bring

entertainment and more

to Livingston College.

Qr^a nizations
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LOCO

Livingston's Own
Concert Organization
(LOCO) is a student
run organization on
the Livingston Campus
of Rutgers University.

LOCO conducts and
oversees every aspect
of the musical events
that they put on. In

addition to putting on
concerts, LOCO has
started a musical zine
called "Access to the
Underground." In the
past, LOCO has
hosted big name
groups such as Sum41

,

The Beos tie Boys,
Less Than Jake,
Outkast, Busta
Rhymes, and Good
Charolette. This year
LOCO has brought
names such as Reel
Big Fish, Tipping
Point and RxBandits
(just to name a few)
to Livingston. In

addition to brining big

names to campus,
LOCO hosts local

bands through out the
year and offers a

Battle of the Bands in

the spring to find a

band to open for

Springfest

!

Qrga nizations



Above: Hospitality Coordinator, Kim Garavente tells a

student that the doors will be opening as soon as the band

is done with sound check!

Above: LOCO's Production Manager

Tony T. dresses up in a Tux type outfit

for LOCO's Halloween Concert.

Left: A group of Freshmen girls get all

dressed up for the Holloween Concert.

The groups Allister, Denver in Dallas,

Long Shot Hero fit False Pretenses

performed at this event.

(\ e a c t
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a
THE

LIVINGSTON
THEATRE
Company LTC

Livingston (College "["heatre C-ompany

For the last five years,

the Livingston Theatre

Company has

maintained the highest

quality of student run

theatre here at

Rutgers. In their 6th

Season, the LTC has

taken on their most

ambitious season to

date. This year, the LTC

put on four amazing

shows. During the fall

semester they

presented "A Funny

Thing Happened on the

Way to the Forum" and

"A Chorus Line." In the

spring, the LTC put on

the shows "Once Upon

a Mattress" and

"Camelot." The LTC

encourages students to

persue all facets of

theater whether it be

on stage or back stage!

Organizations
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SO. 1
) The Core

LLvLi^gstoiA- College Radio tattoo

TOWER
OF

TOMORROW

A talented and bright staffof

student volunteers has transformed

90.3 FM-RLC The Core into a

reflection of the changing youth

structure of Livingston College

and Rutgers University. The Core

gives students the opportunity to

experience the medium of radio

firsthand. Students discuss issues

of importance on air and expose

their peers to a wide variety of

music, from the obscure to the

familiar. New equipment has been

secured for the studio, along with

a reliable FM signal, so that 90.3

continues to broadcast a multitude

of entertaining shows. As part of

a Piscataway school district

partnership, RLC takes college

radio to a new level intertwining

the community and the University.

In the future, students will

continue their work with the radio

station and enable the legacy of

college radio to live on far into the

future.

L _ _ zri_

.
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Reflections - What You're

Reading Right Now

The Voice of Reason: Livingston's Own
The Medium Concert Organization



Reflections: ~]~he Livingston Yearbooic

soi^eth DiA-g to t-+elp you. R.ei^.em.ber

"Livingston College has a

yearbook?" That was the question that

editors Erica Yergan, Jen Guiterrez, and

Anthony Noto were forced to answer.

Yes, you guys have a yearbook and this is

it! We really hope you enjoy looking

through it as much as we did making it.

Seniors, good luck and never forget the

memories you share. Special thanks to

Sue Romano for all her help in making

this a special aspect of the seniors' time

at Livingston. In preserving memories

and documenting significant events, we

hope readers look back from time to time

and share what they experienced during

their four years with their friends.

Qrg,a nizations
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(Undergraduate Social Worlc Qreanization

WorheliA-g the System.

As one of the younger

organizations of Livingston

College, USWO has proven

itself as an organization

dedicated to community issues

and social work causes. These

dedicated individuals are bent

on improving society's future

through service and planning.

President Nicole, VP Jean, and

Treasurers Roselyn and Sue all

contributed to making this

year very productive.

Organizations
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Dr. Tim Grimm

Assitant Dean and Director ofthe LSC

Rebecca McCourtney Balaban,

Assistant Director ofStudent Activities

~J~he H ub of Livingston Activities

The LSC is a crucial part of

every student's career at Livingston.

It sticks to its mission of always

working to provide and manage the

facilities, services, and programs of

the college community. The LSC
also provides resources necessary

for organizations to function, and to

compliment their educational

experience. The Student Center and

Activities seeks to engage the

college community in an

educationally based co-curricular

program designed to encourage

leadership, social responsibility, and

critical thinking. In the midst of all

this "important" stuff, the LSC also

provides Livingston College with a

Sbarro's, Dunkin' Donuts, The Rock

Cafe, and a game room with movie

rentals. However, through all of its

processes, the Student Center

essentially creates an environment

that respects the diversity of our

community and maximizes the

opportunities for growth and

development as individuals and in

groups.

Organizations
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On May 3rd, LSC
employees hung up their

unifonns to enjoy the annual

LSC Backyard Barbecue. It

was a chance for everyone

to relax and celebrate the

closing ofthe year. See the

next page for more pictures

ofthis annual event!

Susan Romano

Assistant Director ofStudent Activities

e a c t
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The L50 E>aclctjard £)art>ecue

exceLLuiA-g LiA, the worfepLoce

With the nice weather and

the semester coming to an end,

the LSC celebrated their annual

Backyard Bash. There was music

blasting, friendly competition, lots

of food and plenty of Coca-Cola

prizes for everyone. Also, other

organizations were recognized for

their achievements and received

awards. Like every year, it was a

blast.

Brian knows what music to play.

Qre,a nizatio n s
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5tudents Tor 5tudents
"The M eug h borliA-g C-o I'M. n/tu. iA.lt i>j

.4" st
: I

Students-4-Students is a

Livingston College Educational

Opportunity Fund student

organization designed to enhance

students' awareness of their civil

responsibilities and increase

leadership skills by engaging them

in volunteer and co-sponsored

activities. Students-4-Students is

dedicated to supporting the

connection between the Livingston

College E.O.F. Program and the

neighboring communities.

This connection enables

Rutgers students to foster

partnerships with the local

community. The objective of the

organization is to develop programs

that will stimulate, enhance and

encourage a better understanding

among the diverse ethnicities of

students.

Statement Written by

Maricela Carrera

Organizatio n;
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Students-4-Students'

purpose is to create a sense

of community and kinship

that enhances teamwork and

solidarity. The community

service projects that S-4-S

members engage in reflect a

philosophy of empowering

people's lives in a meaningful

and positive way.

React
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Dave Hutnick

Graduate Advisor, Operations

Organizations
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o Readjust...

Residence [jfe
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Verb...

1) adjust or settle again

2) to put in different order or relation

3) rearrange

Syn: alter, change, conform, reconcile, remodel, accommodate

Readjust
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RF.IOrATlNf;

Before students reap the

benefits of college freedom, they

must get settled and adjust to their

new lifestyle. Move-In Day marks

an entry into this new world.

Students arrive with the bear-

necessities: clothes, food,

bathroom supplies, computers,

televisions, radios, and anything

else they find crucial in getting by

each day withoutMommy and Dad.

Along with hauling an absurd

amount ofpersonal belongings into

the dorms, meeting the new
roommate can also stir a number

of feelings. Move-In Day also

includes interacting with a whole

new set of diverse peers, which

positively widens everyone's

horizons. Yes, it's a world without

parents, but it is also a time to

recognize that with freedom comes

responsibility. It's a groovy time,

baby.
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THE
RES LIFE

College would be extremely

difficult for incoming students if it

weren't for the Resident Advisors

and Staff. They have a great

amount of intuitiveness and

dedication. After they finish

helping students move into dorms,

they work to make sure our stay at

Rutgers is free of discrepancies.

Resident Advisors take care of

conflicts between roommates,

offer advice, orjust help you locate

a class. Each committee works

closely with the residence life

department to design activities for

students, make improvements in

dorm life and create an open

environment where students feel

at home. Livingston College

resident advisors can be quite busy

and filled with surprises, but this

group of devoted and diligent

students are always there when you

need them!

f^esidence |_ife
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two quad three...QUADS
2 quad two quad one..

If you were not a resident of

the North or South Tower, odds are

you lived in the Quads. Although they

are not as busy as the Towers, the

Quads offer residents a close-knit

community and an easy place to

study. There are three Quads, each one

consisting ofnumbered houses which

surround a courtyard. In the spring

time, the Quad courtyards are livened

up by beautiful trees, shrubs and

green grass which helps create an

area that is nothing short of

serene. Another signature

characteristic ofthe Quads are the

spooky underground tunnels

which connect the houses. Within

these tunnels are laundry rooms,

study lounges, game rooms, soda

machines, large pipe systems and

countless number of locked

doors. At certain times living the

dorm life can be difficult, but as

students get to know each other,

it becomes "home sweet home."





1 north tower north tower north tower north

tower south tower south

Named after the first Dean of

Livingston, The Ernest A. Lynton

Towers are veritable hives of activity

with eight co-ed floors. Located in the

center ofLivingston, the Towers offer

students a fabulous view of the

surrounding area. It is even said that

from the top ofeither tower on a clear

day, one can see as far as New York

City! Both towers are in close

proximity to most ofthe buildings on

campus, making it an economical and

comfortable place to live. Also, no

matter what hour of the day or night,

one can be sure to find a fellow student

awake doing something. After living

two of his four years at Livingston in

the Towers, senior Michele Manicotti

says, 'The view was beautiful, and the

rooms were beautiful."

Residence |_i fe
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hanging
DUt.,.

After a week that felt never-ending,

students never gave hanging out on the

weekends a second thought. If students are

lucky, during the week they might get a chance

to sit back and have a good time too. Knowing

full well ofthe hectic week following their days

off, students take advantage ofthe opportunity

to rest and have fun, hopefully without the

worry of work. Although studying always

comes first, well most ofthe time, meeting new

types ofpeople and socializing are essential to

a productive college education. If it were not

for the warm hearted students to fall back on

after a hectic week, Livingston College students

would be left simply with the rush of waking

up early, going to class in pajamas, all you can

eat dining halls, and trying to catch a bus on

time.



fceadj ust
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It's 4p.m., don't

even think about

waking

her up.

f\esidence |_TFe
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Brilliant Minds-

Readjust
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It's like the old saying goes: Friends are more important

than meatballs.

Snuffalufagus

Getting/eaquainted

Can you recall your first day

at college? Or better yet, your first

friend? Whether it was your

roommate, a co-worker, someone

you met in the dining hall, or

watched TV with in the lounge, our

friends quickly become our family.

Throughout your tenure at Rutgers

University, groups of friends may

change, but meeting new people is

always an easy thing to do. At

Livingston, we were able to enjoy

the diversity of students, get a

glimpse of what the real world is,

and make social connections that

will help our future endeavors.

Friends help us become more open

to new experiences and ideas. So,

whether they were someone you

watched television with, grabbed a

cup of coffee with, or simply gave

you a ride somewhere, there is no

denying that our college friends

contributed to the kinds of people

we are today.
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Adjective...

1) turn backward in position, order or direction

2) moving, acting, or organized in a manner contrary to the usual

3) causing backward movement

syn: turn back, switcheroo, recall, backtrack, alter

Reverse





THE LIVINGSTON
COMMUTER. PROGRAM

"I am a kind ofparanoic in reverse. I suspect people ofplotting to make me happy"

-J.D. Salinger

The Livingston Commuter Program's purpose is twofold. One

purpose is to provide all commuter students with a sense of community

through friendly, knowledgeable and helpful advisors. These advisors

go out of their way to help commuters feel as though they are not on

their own when entering college. They understand the troublesome hike

to the green and yellow parking lots to find the unreliable car seizing to

start, the late excuse to class due to traffic, or that pesistant cop that

caught you speeding. Not only are they commuters, but students, who

understand the horrible task of finding classes or even simply the

building. Being trained to advise in academics, they know the ins and

outs to help those lost freshman, and even seniors, who need last

minute credit classes. There is

difficulty in finding new

friends as commuters. While

transferring from car to bus, bus

to car, day in and day out, one

can get lost in the animosity.

As a solution, the second part

of the Commuter Program s

purpose is to provide

commuters with a comfortable

lounge to meet people, maybe

to plan what classes to take together and relax on comfy couches. To

get the party started, a variety of events such as luncheons, Broadway

plays and sporting events take place to help familiarize commuters to the

RU life and culture. The family atmosphere in the lounge provides

commuters with the opportunity to make great friends, have a lot of

laughs, and make the best of their college experience.

Rev.



THE.LOUNGE
LULcULU 111 LI flgsion Student Center

Right: Jason Goldstein sings his heart out to those

commuters in the lounge during the Karaoke

Luncheon. Far Right: Commuter Advisors Kathy,

Keith, and Omar explain to the incoming freshmen what

the lounge and Commuter Program has to offer..

The commuter lounge is a place

that many commuters have come

to know as their own little dorm

room. Included in the lounge is

a television, kitchenette with a

fridge and microwave, a water

cooler, and of course, couches.

As you first enter the lounge,

there is always laughter,

debating, or activities taking

place. It is a place where one

can meet new friends and enjoy

each others' company. A
commuter can plan what classes

to take and even find someone

in the class who needs to fulfill

the same requirement. It is a

place that insures you

distraction from your studies.

Unless fortune is on your side,

it is the time ofday where you

find people actually studying.

But in reality, you will find

someone sleeping between

classes or watch ing tel evision

Jason Goldstein

(Graduate Assistant)

(^.ommuters
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Above: One of the trips that the commuter program organized

this year was a trip to Philly to see the nightmare on Broad street.

Com mi iters
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Verb ...

1) to make apparent; express or manifest

2) To give evidence of the characteristics or qualities of someone

3)To think seriously

syn: imitate, rebound, return, shine, take after, domonstrate

Reflect
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"Work like you don't need the money. Dance like no one is watching.

And love like you've never been hurt." - Mark Twain

For many, during your stay at Rutgers University you worked hard in school and

partied hard. You danced because it felt like no one was watching, you loved life, you

were not afraid of the hardships that it presented and you were not afraid of being

hurt. But as you "grow up" and enter the real world, you realize that you have to work

because you need the money and you become more aware of your life and situations.

It becomes harder to dance like no one is watching and you become terrified that you

will be hurt. So remember what Mark Twain said when life gives you a few curveballs.

Reflect on your college experience and hold your memories close to your heart.
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Vicky Chen Yun Jin C Cho

Dana M Decongelio Lindsay R Deemer Debbie A Del Valle Sharon C Dela Cruz Troy M Demar Phillip L Dewolf

Seniors



R eflect
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pernors



[\ eflect
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pernors







Janet T Muller William T Napier

Salvatore M Nardello Richard F Nazario

Matthew .1 Neusjent Connie Nil

Christophe J Oatis Walter Obrien Melissa G Ochoa Jeffrey A Offerjost Olakunle Ogunkoya Andrea E Olivio

Daniel J Ostrowski Amy C Paretchan Amanda M Pennello Joseph I Petrsoric Diana M Petties Douglas M Piccinnini

R eflect
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• "Be who you are and say what you feel, because those
j

• •

: who mind don't matter, and those who matter don't mind." :

• •

: -Dr Seuss •
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"An

investment

in

knowledge

always pays

the best

interest"

-Benjamin

Franklin

K eflect





Verb

1) To perceive or show acceptance of the validity

!) known to be something that has been percieved before

3) show awareness of, approve or appreciate

syn: familar, note, percieve, remember, remark, notice

Recognize
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Special Awards

Academic

Achievement

Award

Nicole Lewis

LynnM.

Kellermann

Memorial Award

Caroline Livingston

Parents Association

Outstanding Senior

Award

Vicky Chen

Deans Award

Michael Batlogg

Alumni Association

Livingston Pride

Award

Lisa Lattanzi

James Dickson

Carr Scholars

Julia Gomez
Alicia Little

Tameka McKoy
Olalekan Oketunji

Holly Porter

Honors Program

Academic
Kristin Angiulo

Gretchen Barrick

Michael Batlogg

Sarah Dobson

Peter Ferrell

David Lerner

Nicole Lewis

148
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Deans List

Sameer Ali Michael Gentzel Amy Paretchan

Kristin Angiulo Marissa Gibbons Kinjal Patel

Jessica Ansert Julia Gomez Daniel Patelle

Raymond Baldino Tina Gonzalez David Petelle

Gretchen Barrick Kimberly Graham Serena Prager

Lisa-Marie Batelli Anniesha Hack Michelle Prescott

Michael Batlogg Lonza Halsey John Prisco

Paula Batsiyan Jean Hanningsen Sol Reinhardt

Albert Betesh Ting Hong Ryan Romero

Sarah Blessing Ayomikuleh Kamson Kurt Saettler

William Bowers Ji Kim Kyle Salierno

Amanda Cantell Eliot Klein Andreia Santos

Justin Cappuccino Constance Kontos Ghassan Sara Jr.

Lisa Cardinal Edward Korchevsky Jared Segal
<—>

Kunal Chandawalla Michele Larimer Cristina Spina

Erica Chu David Lerner Daniel Stark

Kathleen Connell Nicole Lewis Srinivas Subramanian

Lindsay Deemer Caroline Livingston Theodoras Triandos

Kimberly Detterbeck Cassandra Lovejoy Amado Tucker

Phillip DeWolf Christine Lusko Inessa Vinokurov

Catrina Diggs Alison Marino Abbey Weintraub

Sarah Dobson David McHenry Odette Williams

Erin Doohan Graciella Meza Genevieve Williams

Kristen England Michelle Mike John Yun

Ayesh Erdene Marika Milewska Sara Zeller

Peter Femenella Stephen Mirra Ya Ling Zheng

Jason Fulmore Colleen Nash

Peter Garavuso Kasia Oleszczuk
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Phi Beta Kappa
Raymond Baldino

Michael Baylogg

Paula Batsiyan

Kathleen Connell

Kimberly Detterbeck

Peter Femenella Jr.

Tina Gonzalez

Eliot Klein

Michele Larimer

Je Lian

Cassandra Lovejoy

Michelle Prescott

Thanh Tran

Genevive Williams

Sara Zeller

Honors Program

Service

Michael Batlogg

David Lerner

Peter Mazari

Residence Life

Mentors
Brittany Freeman

Hussam Harb

Honors Program

Academic

Kristen Angiulo

Gretchen Barrick

Michael Batlogg

Sarah Dobson

Peter Ferrell

David Lerner

Nicole Lewis

Paul Robeson

Scholars

Melissa Farrish

Heather Hope

William Miller

Ghassan Sara Jr.

Than Tran

James Dickson

Carr Scholars

Julia Gomez
Alicia Little

Tameka McKoy
Olalekan Oketunji

Holly Porter
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Student Center

Governing

Board
Jonathan Atwood

Christina Anderson-

Hopkins

Kathleen Connell

Timothy DiVito

Peter Farrell

Kelly Johnson

Nicole Smith

Student

Organizations

Christina Anderson-

Hopkins

Jonathan Atwood

Kathleen Connell

Timothy DiVito

Peter Farrell

Malissa Farrish

Ghassan Sara, Jr.

Kelly Johnson

Eliot Klein

Kevin Lowery

Nnenna Maduforo

Marcia Mercedes

Graciela Meza

Nicole Smith

Student Center

Student

Employees
Kathleen Connell

Erin Gehrmann

Lisa Lattanzi

Timothy DiVito

Erica Paul

Springfest

Christina Anderson-

Hopkins

Jonathan Atwood

Timothy DiVito

Nicole Smith

Livingston

College

Governing

Association

Jonathan Atwood

Jude-Anthony Tiscornia

Student Center
Jonathan Atwood

Timothy DiVito

Nicole Smith

Kathleen Connell
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Honors Program

Seniors

Kristen Anguilo

Gretchen Barrick

Michael Batlogg

Matthew Carbone

Jennifer Castoro

Sarah Dobson

Miles M. Green

Anniesha Hack

Daniel Johnson

Eliot Klein

David Lerner

Nicole Lewis

Alicia Little

Caroline Livingston

Kinjal Patel

Peter Mazari

Marika Mileweska

Leslie Miller

Anna Pomeranets

Joe Ruppel

Abigail Southworth

Hung Tan

Jude-Anthony Tiscornia

EOF Academics
Jeanette Alexander

Christina Anderson-

Hopkins

Catrina Diggs

Jorge Garcia

Graciela Meza

Shauna Nelson

Wanda Vides

Lakesha Walker

EOF Service

Jeanette Alexander

Christina Anderson-

Hopkins

Catrina Diggs

Julio Escobar

Jorge Garcia

Enid Martinez

Marcia Mercedes

Graciela Meza

Shauna Nelson

Wanda Vides

Lakesha Walker
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Judicial Review

Board
Vandana Sanapala

Minority Mentor

Program
Jeanette Alexander

Julio Escobar

Jorge Garcia

Enid Martinez

Erica Paul

Lakesha Walker

Dean's Office

Student

Employees
Brittany Freeman

Tina Gonzalez

Residence Life

Employees
Gretchen Barrick

Idriys McField

Shauna Nelson

Transfer Mentor
Ghassan Sara, Jr

Orientation

Leaders
Erin Gehrmann

Lauren Haralson

Hussam Harb

Divain Malik

Kenny Milord

Tour Guides
Vicky Chen

Timothy Divito

Erik Van Gilson

Lauren Haralson

Divnain Malik

Kenny Milord

Residence Hall

Council

Megan Costigan

Philip DeWolf

Idriys McField

Recreation

Center Student

Employees
Hussam Harb

Joe Ruppel
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Welcome Week
Vicky Chen

Magan Costigan

Catrina Diggs

Julio Escobar

Tina Gonzalez

Lauren Haralson

Lisa Lattanzi

Caroline Livingston

Enid Martinez

Idriys McField

Tameka McKoy
Kenny Milord

Graciela Meza

Melissa Ochoa

Erica Paul

Vandana Sanapale

Nichole Smith

Cindy Souffrant

Wanda Vides

Platinum Knights

Jonathan Atwood

Vicky Chen

Kathleen Connell

Catrina Diggs

Timothy DiVito

Lauren Haralson

Kenny Milord

Erica Paul

Nicole Smith

Residence Life

Advisors

Michael Batlogg

Gretchen Barrick

Vicky Chen

Megan Costigan

Phillip DeWolf

Malissa Farrish

Brittany Freeman

Erin Gehrmann

Hussam Harb

Divian Malik

Kenny Milord

Who's Who
Jeanette Alexander

Vicky Chen

Phillip DeWolf

Catrina Diggs

Timothy DiVito

Brittany Freeman

Kelly Johnson

Nicole Lewis

Peter Mazari

Melissa Morales

Jenette Pimentel

Holly Porter

Thanh Tran

Wanda Vides
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Congratulations Class of2005

Editor

Erica Yergan

Staff

Anthony Noto

Jennifer Gutierrez

Advisor

Susan Romano
Assistant Director of

Student Activities

We would like to thank Taylor Publishing Company for printing the book and

Davor Photography for taking the pictures. In particular, we would like to thai

Sharon Bodnarchuk and Frank Spitale for their help.


















